I have a Key2Benefits Card

WHAT DO I DO?

1. MAKE SURE YOUR ADDRESS IS CURRENT WITH THE KANSAS PAYMENT CENTER

2. OPTION 1: CONTINUE TO RECEIVE FUNDS ON DEBIT CARD, SIT TIGHT – THE U.S. BANK RELIACARD WILL ARRIVE MID AUGUST

3. OPTION 2: SELECT DIRECT DEPOSIT

4. CONTINUE TO USE YOUR KEY2BENEFITS CARD AS USUAL

5. REMEMBER: AUGUST 19 – LAST DEPOSIT SENT TO KEY2BENEFITS CARD; AUGUST 22 – FIRST DEPOSIT SENT TO U.S. BANK RELIACARD

6. AFTER AUGUST 19, CONTINUE TO USE KEY2BENEFITS CARD UNTIL THE BALANCE IS $0 – THE FUNDS ARE YOURS TO USE

7. BEGINNING AUGUST 22, NEW DEPOSITS WILL BE MADE TO U.S. BANK RELIACARD AND AVAILABLE TO BE USED ON AUGUST 24

8. MORE INFORMATION: KSPAYCENTER.COM, USBANKRELIACARD.COM, KEY2BENEFITS.COM
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